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To the following
new members:

Mike Critchley
Angela Dunning
Richard Evans
Ken Harrison
Chris and Daniele Harwood
Steve Hatch
Ingrid Morris
David Richards
Nick Parker
Brian States
John Stather
Rosalyn Thiro
Frank Tunning
Jackie Wade
Louise Weller
Carl Woltens

December Meeting

W

e're very grateful to
John Stapleton from
Basingstoke AS. He
has kindly agreed to bring forward his scheduled talk from June
2008 to this month. The original
speaker, Emily Baldwin, is unwell and has asked to postpone.
John's subject is "Incoming - evidence for meteor impacts upon
the Earth". Because we've got a few extras for you, (such as
Tony Marsh's Christmas AstroQuiz), we will be starting business
at 7.45pm, rather than 8pm.

January Meeting (3rd)
Dr. Andrew Coates, Mullard Space Science Laboratory (MSSL)
will present the „Latest News from Venus Express‟.

Membership now currently stands
at 66
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Comet 17P/Holmes

This years Guy Fawkes comet continues to
surprise.

O

n the 24th of October Comet have been imaging the comet at
Holmes increased in bright- their Holmbury Observatory – here
ness a million times. Asis one of the images.
tronomers all over the world
are watching to
see what happens
next.
Normally a very
faint comet that
needs a large telescope to see,
Comet 17P/
Holmes was discovered in 1892
and comes round
approximately
every 7 years.
But after its sudden brightening
you can now find
it easily with the
unaided eye.

The expansion slowed a bit but in a
few more days it reached over 1.5
million km. That‟s bigger than the
visible part of the sun
(photosphere). Of
course it‟s only a
tiny fraction of the
sun‟s mass.
What we are seeing
is sunlight reflecting back to Earth
from the gas and
dust thrown off
from a sudden disruption in the
comet‟s solid core itself only 3 kilometres in size - a type
of celestial firework
for the
November skies!

Its high altitude in our NorthernThe tail of the comet must be specHemisphere sky means it‟s visible
tacular but it cannot be seen from
all night long if the weather is kind. Earth - the comet, Earth and Sun
are roughly in line and as the tail of
You will find it in the constellation a comet always points generally
of Perseus. Look at it through a
away from the Sun. So we see the
pair of binoculars and you‟ll see it
comet head-on as though it were
as a nebulous ball nearly the size of heading straight for us.
the full moon. In a telescope it‟s a
splendid sight.
Don‟t worry it won‟t hit us. It‟s orbit takes it well outside that of Mars.
The GAS CCD pictures show the
comet at about 60% of the apparent
size in the sky of the full Moon. But
remember it‟s over 600 times further away.

The Guilford Astronomical Society

In the few days since the outburst
that caused the original brightening
the comet‟s outer regions at first expanded at an average speed of over
5000 kilometres per hour to a diameter of 1.3 million kilometres.

guildford astronomical society
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Note: In the two false-colour images
the colour is added after the image
is captured – you don’t see this in a
telescope – but it does bring out
more clearly the contrast between
different brightness levels within the
structure of the comet and for this
reason it’s useful.

Q

ueen Cassiopeia of the ancient kingdom of Ætheopia
on the north coast of Africa
was a beautiful but vain
woman and mother to the stunning
Andromeda . In the Queen‟s heart
lies a mystery that puzzles even
today. It is not just a stereotypical
problem, that being male, I find a
woman‟s heart a mystery. Many
others of both genders are likewise
intrigued.
You cannot appreciate Cassiopeia‟s
secret just by looking at her, even
with a telescope. You need to get
to know her intimately before her
attraction can be uncovered. It is
easy to get excited when Cassiopeia‟s beautiful and subtle centre is
unveiled. The first to experience
this joy was the Vatican‟s Padre
Angelo Secchi on the 23rd August
1866. He wrote ‘une ligne lumineuse trés-belle et bien plus brilliante que tout le reste’. But even
he did not fully appreciate the
depth and folds of Cassiopeia‟s
central charm. Her latest suitor has
been Ernst Pollmann in June 2007.
No, we are not talking about
Tycho‟s supernova. Supernovae are
ten a penny . Perhaps the first clue
lies in the name, Cih. Of some 250
star names it is one of only four
that have a Chinese origin. It
means “whip”. The image of a
beautiful woman with a whip does
strange things to some people.
Enough of a carry on. My introduction to Cassiopeia‟s allure was last
century. It was the first time I used
a CCD to capture star spectra. Prior
to that I had used fast film, (3600
ASA), to get pictures of spectra
like those of Sirius, Rigel and Betelgeuse at the top of the page.
Some of these were published in
Astronomy Now.

To Be, or not to Be
Tony Marsh investigates Queen Cassiopeia’s secret ...

At the time I was interested in red
stars like Betelgeuse but film is
much better at recording the blue
end of the spectrum such as the
Hydrogen Balmer series you can

see in the spectrum of Sirius.
What a history the Balmer lines
have, but that has to be for another
time. A lot of films do not record
the Ha line as their sensitivity runs
out at a shorter wavelength than
this deep red line. However, CCDs
are much better than film at the
deep red and near infra-red part of
the spectrum, recording easily the
Hα line and the two O2 lines from

our atmosphere.. The price you pay
is that until recently CCDs for the
amateur had nowhere near the performance of film at the blue end of
the spectrum. So it was horses for
courses.
I used my Mark II spectrograph
that first night in my back garden.
That makes my spectrograph sound
better than it really is – it is just a
few bits of chipboard, the odd bike
bit, a prism and an early CCD fitted with a 50mm camera lens. No
telescope, no sidereal drive and no
real polar alignment. It really is as
simple as taking star trail pictures.
The spectra I got that night were
poor as I had a lot to learn about
using CCDs for spectra. However,
after taking some pictures of Betelgeuse to compare with my film pictures I was looking for another
fainter star to compare the sensitivity of the CCD with film. CCDs
are much more sensitive than film
for normal astrophotography. It
was a reasonable clear autumn
night so Cassiopeia was close to
the zenith, the darkest part of the
sky. Quite by chance, I chose Cih
as my second star. When I looked
at the red end of the spectra I had
taken this is what I found.
It is not much of a spot the differ(Continued on page 4)
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Cih is an irregular variable like all
Be type stars. The bright Hα line
changes all the time. Sometimes it
can disappear completely and then
the star looks like a normal B type
star. Truly, Cih can change to Be
or not to Be.
Compare those crude first CCD
spectra of mine with the first spectrum taken on the Williams scope
at Holmbury. In October, John Evans, Tony Questa and I took the
spectrum of a few stars through
small gaps in the almost total
cloud cover. This is the spectrum
to achieve. The variety of line pro- of Vega. The exposure time was a

(Continued from page 3)

ence challenge. Wow! What‟s that
all about?

Spectrum of Vega

Cassiopeia had got her hooks into
me. I‟d found the “ligne lumineuse
trés-belle” that Padre Angelo Secchi had written about all those
years before, although of course
that was unknown to me at the
time. If you look closely at Cih
you can see the dark O2 lines and
two other bright lines.
Cih, Gamma Cas, is the centre of
the W except, of course, in that
autumn position it is really a 3. It
turns out that Cih is a B type star.
That means it is very
hot, massive, short
lived and emits hard
UV radiation. Not a
friendly star to grow
up around. But Cih is not a supergiant. It is a main sequence star
with a difference. It is one of a
small group of stars known as Be
stars which make up about 15% of
main sequence B stars. The “e”
stands for emission. It was the first
such star to be discovered. The
discovery is attributed to Padre
Secchi.

files is wonderful. You get all sorts total of 5 seconds, (10x0.5s), comof depth and folds. Here are just a pared with 3 minutes for my specfew.
tra all those years ago.

Spectroscopy opens a whole
new universe of stars. So if
you would like to try your
hand at some spectroscopy at
the Holmbury Observatory using
Much has been explained since
the GAS CCD setup then contact
Secchi‟s time. The explanations
our Observatory Director, Chris
are too involved for a short SkyHopper, his assistant, Tony Questa
watcher article so I‟ll to leave you or me and tell us of your interest
to do your own „research‟. Howand we‟ll have a go.
ever, even today despite the complex computer models of the work- To be, or not to be, a wavelength
ings of stars many mysteries resurfer? That is the question. Meanmain. To quote from Ernst
while, Queen Cassiopeia awaits
Pollmann‟s 2007 paper, „For these you every clear night. For her adToday the professionals look at the reasons a further continuous moni- mirers she has a special treat a few
shape of the Hα line of Be stars
toring seems to be of large interest. days before Christmas just to make
and several amateurs can do this as
sure you look at her. I told you she
well. This is something I have yet For now it is enough to say that
was vain.
guildford astronomical society
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Observatory Build
John Slinn’s latest installment in his rooftop observatory selfbuild project

I

t‟s been 6 months since the
last report on my observatory
story, so what‟s happened
since then?

Well quite a lot really! Since my
last report in „Skywatcher‟, I
managed to finish the structure and
made it watertight by tile cladding
the sides and fitting a lead sheet
roof. This turned out to be quite
involved as the price of lead has
rocketed in the last year, so I used
300mm rolls I bought cheap from
a loft conversion fitter - very fiddly using such narrow widths but
saved a lot of money which is always a good reason to feel smug!
I then erected the concrete pier to
take the telescope mount. This
involved cutting down through the
house wall to expose the sub floor.
I had hoped to just expose the
house foundations and bolt steel
reinforcing bars to it prior to pouring the concrete, but no such luck!
No foundations! This meant I had
to dig down 1.2 metres to form a
good solid base - not easy through
a 400mm hole!
I then shuttered the formwork and
poured 1.5 tonnes of concrete from
the top to create the sturdy and

solid base for the telescope to sit
upon.
I welded up an old RSJ left over
from one of my old building jobs
to a half inch metal plate, drilled
and tapped the mounting holes to
attach the scope and wedge and
painted it matt black - very smart.

bought it and fitted it onto the new
pier and sold the old 10” Meade,
again on eBay - I lurv eBay!
Over a period of a few nights, I
polar aligned the scope by pointing
it at a known star, matching the
coordinates using the „sync‟ function and then commanding it to

Next was wiring in the lights (red
glow bulbs from an electric fire to
preserve night vision) and power
for the scope and laptop.
I finally hung up some old kitchen
wall units for storage - you always need storage for all manner
of astronomy paraphernalia, eyepieces, filters, adapters, beer
cooler (!) and odds and ends.
Next was setting up the scope: I
just happened to be looking on
eBay when I noticed a brand new
Meade LX200 12” GPS up for
sale. To cut a long story short, I

(Continued on page 6)
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slew to Polaris, then repeating
with other stars, each time the
scope getting closer and closer to
Polaris as it homed in onto the
pole, eventually coming to it time
after time.
This takes less time than the drift
method (which I will do when I
am ready to try photography) and
is perfectly adequate for observing.

was great! I spent a
good 3 hours just enjoying using my new
scope and dialing in
object after object,The
Saturn nebula, The
Cats eye nebula, Little
gem nebula, M31,
M51, M101, M27,
M57 and countless
others, all normally
within the viewfinder,
although some were just outside.

Right then! First clear night to try
out the new scope and observatory
arrived, so I excitedly opened the In all that time I had no condensashutter on the dome and discovtion dewing up the optics, no
neighbour‟s lights shining upon
me and was well satisfied that all
the time and effort I put in realising my plans wasn‟t wasted.
I‟ve used the observatory every
time I have had some free time and
it‟s been clear (so not often
enough, unfortunately!). I‟m hoping to try and image Mars in the
coming months, leading up to its
opposition in December using a
webcam and no doubt I will try
using a CCD when I have the
funds (NB. From John‟s missus:
Maybe Christmas 2009?!).
ered that the GPS receiver which
comes attached to the telescope
doesn‟t work inside the dome!
Never mind, after entering the exact time and date using my GPS
watch and my site map co- ordinates I aligned the scope on Arcturus and synced it. What‟s my first
target? Hercules was beginning to
rise, so I dialled in M13, the great
globular cluster, and was elated to
see it in the viewfinder. After
studying this marvelous object
through a 12” scope for the first
time I then moved onto M5, another bright well knotted globular,
again using the GOTO, and there it
was within the viewfinder - this
guildford astronomical society
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I feel I‟m very lucky to own an
observatory and I‟ve done an awful lot more observing since it‟s
been up and running. It only takes
10 minutes to set up and a similar
time to close down, although I‟m
usually so tired it takes longer
through my yawns!
I will be having a topping off party
in the New Year to celebrate its
completion and a general invitation will be going out to all GAS
members, so you can all see what
I‟ve been up to. Hopefully it will
be a clear night and we can have a
mini star party!

Editorial

W

elcome to the new look Skywatcher, I asked for
feedback in the last issue and from the positive
feedback received I‟ve been working to translate
that into reality. The main difference is that I‟ve now made
a start on including material that‟s on the website - the
absence of which didn‟t please many of you - and I have
also increased the newsletter length. I am happy for this to
be work in progress, so would really appreciate your comments. Either talk to me at the Meetings or email me.
Since the last issue, Comet P/17 Holmes has been the hot
topic for observers - a large bright comet is always a big
event, and I hope most of you managed to get to see it when
it was at its best. It‟s started to fade but you should still be
able to see without too much difficulty, and the CCD group
have had great success in imaging it - no doubt there will be
extensive reports at presented at this month‟s meeting.
Thanks for reading,
Peter Dean
Editor, Skywatcher

Have a Merry
Christmas and a
Happy New Year!
From www.songsforamerica.net

The Christmas Star
Ted Dodman wonders if the Christmas Star could have been a Christmas Comet.

T

he recent explosion in brightness of P/17 Holmes
provides a potential basis for the Christmas Star.

“A star in the East”, “proceeding Westwards”, “became
Stationary” these are all aspects of an exploding comet on
a suitable trajectory. 2000 years ago it was customary to
rise before dawn and the eastern sky was observed pre
dawn. A new star would be easily noticed as would its
progress westwards against the standard star pattern. If it
was moving fast a slow down or a small semi circle as
P/17 Holmes is about to do round Mirfak, would be interpreted as stationary and further journeying to the west
would be unnecessary. It would then fade from sight.
To my mind this is a better candidate then the “planet
combination”, usually placed as 6 AD, which would not become stationary but would divide up into
separate planets.
I doubt if either theory can be proven.
guildford astronomical society
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Space - The Next 50 Years
If you missed it, well… it was a cracker - John Axtell describes Dave Whitehouse’s
talk to GAS last month

A

packed meeting of 61 were
inspired by David‟s vision
of the next 50 years. In a
quick reprise of the Space
Age to date he pointed out that “it
had all been done” in the first 15
of those 50 years – the first artificial satellite, the first man into orbit, and Man had been to and finished with the Moon. Another
salutary note was that out that the
Shuttle had been around for 25 of
the last 50 years. In retrospect the
Shuttle had been a disappointing
compromise with limited capability. David then introduced us to
the Shuttle replacements, the Ares
orbiter and the Orion launch vehi-

ships certainly found
favour with a certain
age group within the
audience). At the
poles are craters
whose floors are in
permanent shadow.
These are thought to
contain ice deposited
by comets and to be
colder even that
Pluto. Clearly this ice
can be used for water,
oxygen for lifesupport and hydrogen for fuel.
Nearby are craters whose rims are
in almost permanent sunlight (the
Mountains of Eternal Light), and
constitute an excellent place for a
solar-powered Moon Base. David
thinks that Man-on-the-Moon Part
2 will invigorate the take up of sciences in schools.

Going to the Moon is merely a
dress rehearsal for going to Mars,
which has the same land area as
the whole of earth. One exciting
possibility is a
cles. These were admittedly of
nuclear powered
Apollo philosophy, but with mod- mission, which
ern cutting edge technology.
could cut the journey time to four
The new Moon Race is already
months and the
underway – Japan launched a
total mission duMoon probe last month, China
ration to one year.
launched one only this week, and David‟s best
India will do the same sometime in guess was that the
2009. NASA‟s Moon Reconnais- manned Mars
sance Orbiter will search out pomission would be
tential landing sites. The Lunar
somewhere bePoles seem to be the favourite op- tween 2020-2035.
tion, and David showed how this
had been coincidentally predicted After Mars the next goals would
in a 1950s Dan Dare episode (two be Europa and Titan, the best posslides featuring Dan Dare spacesibilities for finding life elsewhere
guildford astronomical society
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David Whitehouse

in our Solar System. David
showed some wonderful slides depicting missions to these and other
fascinating targets.
David finished by conjecturing
that within the next 50 years we
would indeed have developed instruments with the sophistication
to detect the possibility of life
elsewhere in the Universe. Are we
rare? Will they want to talk to us?
Fascinating times ahead indeed!

Classifieds
Fullerscopes 10” Newtonian
1981 quality UK build. Excellent optics on
Mark III Equatorial Mount - exceedingly
solid! Misc. 1.25” Eyepieces, inc
Barlow. £400 ono.
Contact Tony Pascual. Tel 01483 772545.
Email: ampascual@tiscali.co.uk

From John Axtell:
I‟ve received a letter from Beacon Hill.
Many of you will know this company
as an excellent manufacturer of Newtonians, but also a refurbisher of refractors. It is some of the latter that are on
offer. So if you're looking for a bargain, this might well be an opportunity.
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Classifieds
Meade 8in LX200 UHTC / GPS with accessories £1650 ono. Comes with all the standard bits
(Tripod, finder scope, Microfocuser, Meade diagonal) plus the following accessories:
- Meade wedge
- 3 Eyepieces
- Dew heater band (but not the controller)
- Mains PSU
- Meade F6.3 Focal reducer
- Meade Variable Projection Camera Adaptor
- Dew shield
- RS232 cable
Call Peter Campbell Burns on 07881 523287, or by email at Peter@campbell-burns.com. (Peter is
a member of Farnham AS.)
What a Christmas present that would make!

Who’s Who in the Society 2007-8
Name

Role

email

John Evans

President

mail@light-speed.org.uk

vacant

Vice President

John Axtell

Secretary /
Observing Co-ordinator

johnaxtell42@aol.com

Ted Dodman Treasurer

ted_dodman@hotmail.com

Chris Hopper Observatory Director

c.hopper@ntlworld.com

Tony Questa Assistant
tq@11d.ndo.co.uk
Observatory Director / Deputy
Observing Co-ordinator
Matthew
Mallinson

Librarian

Not on email

Bob Peake

Health & Safety Officer

NGC452@aol.com

James
Wilhelm

Web Master

james.wilhelm@gmail.com

Peter Dean

Newsletter Editor /
Assistant Web Master

prdean@ntlworld.com

Dick Alder

Committee member

Not on email

Tony Marsh

Committee member

a.r.marsh@imperial.ac.uk
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Observatory
News
The instructions for opening the dome and powering on the telescope have been revised. Our
Observatory Director, Chris Hopper, tells all.

Procedure for Opening Up the Dome and Powering up the Telescope. (Quick
start version). Issue1. 31/10/07
1. After entering the observatory switch on the lights situated on the right hand side of the computer section
wall of the dome.
2. Open up the dome shutter doors. Rear one first, followed by the front shutter.
3. Release the dome locking screws in four positions around the dome.
4. Observatory is now ready for viewing.
Note: To close up the dome at the end of the evening. Follow the procedure in reverse.
Procedure for Powering Up the Telescope.
5. Connect the power supply for Intelligent Hand Controller situated in the hand controller cradle on the
bench in front of the computer to the power socket on the wall by the computer.
6. Power up the main computer and display. (Please wait until this has been completed before moving on
to the next step).
7. Switch on the main power switch for the telescope.
8. Before doing the star alignment remove the primary mirror cover and place by the side of the telescope
base casting.
9. Using the small hand controller attached to the telescope, lower the telescope to a point where the secondary mirror cover/sock can be removed and remove it. The telescope is now ready for setting up for your first
object. See one star Calibration procedures and GOTO procedure.
It’s important that this quick start version is used in conjunction with the full version pinned up in the
dome computer area if you are at anytime unsure, or damage to the telescope and dome will occur.
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December’s
Night Sky
John Axtell tells you what to
look out for this month.
Data reproduced courtesy of the
Federation of Astronomical Societies 2007 Astro Calendar,
Cartes du Ciel

The map shows the general appearance of
the night sky at 10pm on the 15th December. The sky will look roughly the same at
11pm at the start of the month and at 9pm
at month-end.
(Map generated by Astronomy magazine’s
Star Dome software. See http://
stardome.astronomy.com/stardome/)

Events
9 December
14 December

15 December
16 December
17 December
18 December
21 December
22 December
24 December

25 December
26 December
29 December
30 December
31 December

New Moon 17:40 UTC
Geminid meteor shower maximum . The waxing crescent Moon sets between 20h-21h UT across
the UK for the maximum, due within about 2h20m of 16h45m UT. This is still during astronomical
twilight for similar sites, and although the radiant will have (just!) risen by then from most places,
it will be unhelpfully low till roughly moonset. With luck and clear, dark skies, observed Geminid
rates might be approaching a meteor every minute or two by late evening.Geminids are medium
speed and often bright, though few leave glowing persistent trains after them. Prospective meteor
imagers should aim towards the Aur-Tau-Ori region, while that area is at a suitable elevation, to
improve their chances of catching some Geminid trails.
Pallas 1.0° south of Moon, occultation. An occultation occurs when one object passes in front of
a smaller one, temporarily obscuring all or part of the background object from view.
Uranus 2° south of Moon 18:00 UTC
First Quarter Moon 10:18 UTC
Mercury in superior conjunction, not visible at all this month
Saturn is stationary, the planet appears motionless in the sky due to the turning point between its
direct and retrograde motion.
Lunar occultation of the Pleiades - starts at 21:22 with Taygeta (mag 4.3), then Asterope (mag 5.8)
at 21:43, and lastly Maia (mag 3.9) at 21:51.
Winter solstice
Moon at perigee, the point in the Moon's orbit when it is nearest to Earth.
Jupiter in superior conjunction, consequently it is not visible at all this month
Full Moon 01:16 UTC
Mars at opposition, the planet is at its closest to the Earth. Mars will be shining at a dazzling magnitude -1.6 and presenting a disk of 16” diameter. At opposition, Mars is due south at midnight and
attains a maximum altitude of 64° - an unmissable treat for all observers.
Close conjunction of the Moon and Mars 03:34 UTC. Observers to the north of the graze line
from Stornoway, on the Isle of Lewis, to the coast at Arbroath will see a grazing occultation. The
dark albedo feature of Syrtis Major will be on the Martian meridian at the time!
Lunar occultation of 9 Cancri 21:24 UTC
Mars 2° south of M35
Saturn 4° north of Moon 01:00 UTC
Lunar occultation of Upsilon Leonis 03:16 UTC
Last Quarter Moon 07:51 UTC
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January’s
Night Sky
John Axtell tells you what to
look out for in January.
Data reproduced courtesy of the
Federation of Astronomical Societies 2007 Astro Calendar,
Cartes du Ciel

The map shows the general appearance of
the night sky at 10pm on the 15th January.
The sky will look roughly the same at 11pm
at the start of the month and at 9pm at
month-end.
(Map generated by Astronomy magazine’s
Star Dome software. See http://
stardome.astronomy.com/stardome/)

4 January
8 January
9 January
15 January

Quadrantids meteor shower maximum. The Moon is favourable this year and expect to see up to
100 meteors per hour away from city lights.
New Moon 04:37 UTC
Neptune 0.3º north of Mercury
First Quarter Moon 19:46 UTC
Moon at perigee, the point in the Moon's orbit when it is nearest to Earth.
Jupiter in superior conjunction, consequently it is not visible at all this month

20 January
22 January

Mars 1º south of Moon
Full Moon 13:35 UTC
Mars 2° south of M35

25 January
30 January

Saturn 3º north of Moon

Mercury

Well placed as an evening object between 16 - 28 Jan, magnitude –0.8 and 6” in diameter.

Venus

Brilliant object towards morning twilight, magnitude –3.7. It decreases in altitude throughout the
month, but will still be visible in January.

Mars

Mars is the dominant object in the evening sky. It is at opposition on Xmas Day at Mag –1.6 showing a 16 arc second disc. It then begins its retrograde motion.

Jupiter

Unobservable in December & January.

Saturn

Last Quarter Moon 05:03 UTC

It‟s back as a morning object. It rises at just before midnight now, about 21.00. by end of December
and by 19.30 by end January. Magnitude +0.8 and with a diameter of 18”.

Uranus

Well placed, in Aquarius, but is beginning to fade. It will be magnitude 5.9,and 3.3” in diameter
by the end of January.

Neptune

Still just observable for first half of December, in Capricornus, magnitude 7.9, 2.3” in diameter.
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Telescopes for Loan
No telescope? Still want to see planets and deep-sky objects? That’s not a problem if
you’re a member. Take advantage of the Society’s loan scheme. To find out how it works
and what you can choose, read on....

A

s we have had so many new members re- 2 – AstroSystems 6” F8, pillar, alt azimuth
cently, it‟s probably time to remind all
mount, undriven, (no photo available).
members that the Society has four telescopes that are available to loan. Quite often be- 3 – Tal 2 6” F8, pillar, equatorial mount, driven
ginners to astronomy are uncertain about what sort
of telescope to buy, and whether or not they‟d be
able to use one; so this Society resource gives you
an excellent opportunity to try one out. Loans are
only available to paid up members, and are completely free, there‟s no deposit required. Up until
now we haven‟t put a time limit on the loans, but
we plan to operate on a three-month minimum
period, renewable if there‟s no-one else waiting to
borrow. Loans have been a bit sluggish of late,
but I‟m hoping that we can keep these scopes in
circulation by promoting their use a bit more
strongly.
All four instruments are Newtonian reflecting
telescopes:
1 - Celestron 4½” F9, tripod, equatorial mount,
undriven

4 – Orion Optics 8” Europa F6, dobsonian
mount

All of the telescopes are equipped with a finderscope, and at least two eyepieces.
If you‟d like to borrow one then please register
your interest with either John Axtell
(johnaxtell42@aol.com) or Tony Questa
(tq@11d.ndo.co.uk).
guildford astronomical society
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